The Society occasionally participates in Multi-specialty Consensus Documents with external organizations. A list of these documents can be found below.


2016 AHA/ACC Guideline on the Management of Patients With Lower Extremity Peripheral Artery Disease
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ACC/AHA/SCAI 2014 Health Policy Statement on Structured Reporting for the Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory
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J Vasc Surg 2012; 56; e17-e51

A Call to Action: Women and Peripheral Artery Disease: A Scientific Statement From the American Heart Association
February 15 2012, doi:10.1161/CIR.0b013e31824c39ba

2011 ACCF/AHA Focused update of the guideline for the management of patients with peripheral artery disease (updating the 2005 guideline)
J Vasc Surg 2011;54: e32-e58

of Patients With Extracranial Carotid and Vertebral Artery Disease
Circulation 2011 Jul 26;124(4):e54-130

ACCF/AHA/ACR/SCAI/SIR/SVM/SVN/SVS 2010 performance measures for adults with peripheral artery disease
J Vasc Surg 2010;52:1616-52

Strategies to prevent and heal diabetic foot ulcers: Building a partnership for amputation prevention A Joint Publication of the SVS and APMA
J Vasc Surg 2010;52: September Supplement 2010

- Rescuing Sisyphus: The team approach to amputation prevention
- History of the team approach to amputation prevention: Pioneers and milestones
- The costs of diabetic foot: The economic case for the limb salvage team
- Toe and flow: Essential components and structure of the amputation prevention team
- What you can't feel can hurt you
- Débridement of the noninfected wound
- Off-loading the diabetic foot for ulcer prevention and healing
- Surgical off-loading of the diabetic foot
- Wound care: The role of advanced wound healing technologies
- Medical therapy of diabetic foot infections
- A step-wise approach for surgical management of diabetic foot infections
- Noninvasive assessment of lower extremity hemodynamics in individuals with diabetes mellitus
- Arterial imaging in patients with lower extremity ischemia and diabetes mellitus
- Current assessment of endovascular therapy for infrainguinal arterial occlusive disease in patients with diabetes
- Challenges of distal bypass surgery in patients with diabetes: Patient selection, techniques, and outcomes

Inter-Society Consensus for the Management of Peripheral Arterial Disease (TASC II)
The Trans-Atlantic Inter-Society Consensus Document on Management of Peripheral Arterial Disease (TASC) was published in January 2000 as a result of cooperation between 14 medical and surgical vascular, cardiovascular, vascular radiology and cardiology societies in Europe and North America.
J Vasc Surg 2007; 45: S5-S67